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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: Welcome! And thank you for your interest in this presentation: Facilitating Strategic Technical Assistance Partnerships: A Toolkit for Regional Comprehensive Centers. The Great Lakes Comprehensive Center has taken the lead in helping state education agencies (SEAs) organize and coordinate the technical assistance services they receive so that the services are aligned with a state’s educational goals and objectives. The Great Lakes Comprehensive Center plays a facilitation role in helping its states leverage their technical assistance resources to maximize the impact of technical assistance and minimize the duplication of those services. The purpose of this toolkit is to help other technical assistance centers do the same—facilitate improved intra- and interorganizational relationships, which result in improved organizational structures and processes between an SEA and its technical assistance providers. 






Support regional comprehensive centers in building strong 
partnerships between SEAs and their technical assistance 
providers

Facilitating Strategic Technical 
Assistance Partnerships: A Toolkit
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: This presentation provides an overview of the Strategic Technical Assistance Partnerships toolkit developed by the Great Lakes Comprehensive Center. The toolkit was developed to support regional comprehensive centers that aim to support SEAs in their efforts to build strong technical assistance partnerships. Toolkit resources are designed to help regional comprehensive centers facilitate meaningful interactions between state leaders and their technical assistance partners that lead to aligned resources that support an SEA’s goals. The toolkit materialsoffer guidance for facilitating meetings between the state and its technical assistance providers,include examples of a technical assistance alignment platform that can be used to help an SEA organize the technical assistance it receives, and provide sample processes for action planning throughout the life of a technical assistance project. 






 Aligns with the purposes and goals of content centers 
 Supports coordination of work between SEAs and 

technical assistance providers
 Builds the capacity of SEAs to implement initiatives 

statewide

Why This Work Is Important
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SAY: There are multiple benefits for pursuing this work, especially for comprehensive centers that have a goal of providing high-quality technical assistance that focuses on key initiatives; aligns with the work of the content centers; and builds the capacity of SEAs to implement, support, scale up, and sustain initiatives statewide.






 Module 1: Introduction to Strategic Technical Assistance 
Partnerships
 Module 2: Organizing Technical Assistance Services
 Module 3: Connecting Technical Assistance Providers
 Module 4: Developing State-Level Technical Assistance 

Processes

Toolkit Overview
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Presentation Notes
SAY: The following modules make up the Facilitating Strategic Technical Assistance Partnerships toolkit:Module 1 introduces strategic technical assistance partnerships.Module 2 serves as a guide to developing an organized system to house important information about technical assistance services.Module 3 outlines ways in which centers can facilitate connections among technical assistance providers. Module 4 covers methods for developing state-level technical assistance processes.The modules build on each other. Although they may be used individually, the modules are designed to be used collectively and in the order they are listed.






Objectives
 Develop common language related to the SEA’s strategic 

plan.
 Link technical assistance projects to the SEA’s goals and 

strategic plan.
 Facilitate connections among technical assistance 

providers.

Module 1: Introduction to Strategic 
Technical Assistance Partnerships
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Presentation Notes
SAY: Module 1 is designed to support the planning and facilitation of an interactive 6-hour work session that can benefit multiple audiences who wish to better understand a state’s educational priorities and the specific work of its technical assistance service providers. This module focuses on facilitating the initial collaborative gathering of an SEA and its external technical assistance providers. The meeting can be used todevelop common language related to SEA strategic plan,link technical assistance projects to the SEA’s goals and strategic plan, and facilitate connections among technical assistance providers.






Objectives
 Develop technical assistance repository.
 Link SEA goals with technical assistance center work.

Module 2: Organizing Technical 
Assistance Services
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SAY: Module 2 offers an example of an actual technical assistance repository that might serve as an inspiration for centers that want to support an SEA in creating an online platform that systematically organizes and displays the technical assistance providers working in the department.






Objectives
 Facilitate meeting among comprehensive center and 

technical assistance providers:
• Alignment of work with the state strategic plan
• Collaboration 
• Leverage resources

Module 3: Connecting Technical 
Assistance Providers
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Presentation Notes
SAY: Module 3 provides guidance on how to connect technical assistance providers with one another via large-group meetings with the SEA. The purpose of the meetings may vary, including topics such as exploring technical assistance challenges and solutions or ways to leverage the materials and resources of multiple partners for the good of the SEA. This resource, however, features customizable materials for holding a meeting between providers and the SEA that is aimed at developing connections among various resources and services.






Objectives
 Develop summary document of technical assistance 

processes.
 Plan for future work and continuous improvement.

Module 4: Developing State-Level 
Technical Assistance Processes
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Presentation Notes
SAY: Informed by the work of teams composed of SEA personnel and technical assistance providers, this module helps centers learn how to support an SEA in developing specific processes for soliciting technical assistance, approving technical assistance, and ensuring that the technical assistance is aligned to the state’s educational goals and strategic plan. The module concludes with instructions on how centers may codevelop a summary document that outlines the guidance, as well as how to ensure that the strategic partnerships work improves continually.






 Slide Presentations: Customizable slide decks
 Facilitation Guides: Detailed guidance for conducting 

strategic technical assistance partnerships gatherings

Module Components
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SAY: Each module consists of two components: an anchor presentation that includes a customizable slide deck and handouts that are affiliated with the presentation. Some modules also may include tools and facilitation guides that may be used in strategic partnerships work with clients. 






Toolkit materials and resources are available at [INCLUDE 
LINK TO SITE], the Great Lakes Comprehensive Center 
website.

Access to Toolkit Materials
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SAY: The toolkit in its entirety (including each module and the corresponding materials) are publicly available on the Great Lakes Comprehensive Center website at [INSERT SITE HERE]. You may visit the link, complete a brief questionnaire, and then begin your download. 






Thank You
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SAY: Thank you for your time.






More questions?
Contact information:

Gary Appel
gappel@air.org

Bersheril Bailey
bbailey@air.org

1120 East Diehl Road, Suite 200
Naperville, IL 60563-1486
800-356-2735 or 630-649-6500
www.greatlakes-cc.org
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SAY: For more information about the Facilitating Strategic Technical Assistance Partnerships toolkit, please contact Gary Appel or Bersheril Bailey at the Great Lakes Comprehensive Center. Contact information is displayed on the screen. Thank you.
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